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We onsider a superintegrable Hamiltonian system in a two-dimensional
spae with a salar potential that allows one quadrati and one ubi
integral of motion. We onstrut the most general ubi algebra and we
present spei realizations. We use them to alulate the energy spetrum.
All lassial and quantum superintegrable potentials separable in Cartesian
oordinates with a third order integral are known. The general formalism is
applied to quantum reduible and irreduible rational potentials separable
in Cartesian oordinates in E2. We also disuss these potentials from the
point of view of supersymmetri and PT-symmetri quantum mehanis.
1 Introdution
In lassial mehanis a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian H and
integrals of motion Xa
H =
1
2
gikpipk + V (~x, ~p), Xa = fa(~x, ~p), a = 1, ..., n− 1 , (1.1)
is alled ompletely integrable (or Liouville integrable) if it allows n
integrals of motion (inluding the Hamiltonian) that are well dened
funtions on phase spae, are in involution {H,Xa}p = 0, {Xa, Xb}p = 0,
a,b=1,...,n-1 and are funtionally independent ({, }p is a Poisson braket).
A system is superintegrable if it is integrable and allows further integrals of
motion Yb(~x, ~p), {H, Yb}p = 0, b=n,n+1,...,n+k that are also well dened
funtions on phase spae and the integrals{H,X1, ..., Xn−1, Yn, ..., Yn+k} are
1
funtionally independent. A system is maximally superintegrable if the set
ontains 2n-1 funtions, quasi-maximally superintegrable if it ontains 2n-2
and minimally superintegrable if it ontains n+1 suh integrals. The
integrals Yb are not required to be in evolution with X1,...Xn−1, nor with
eah other. The same denitions apply in quantum mehanis but
{H,Xa, Yb} are well dened quantum mehanial operators, assumed to
form an algebraially independent set.
Superintegrable systems appear in many domains of physis suh quantum
hemistry, ondensed matter and nulear physis. The most well known
examples of (maximally) superintegrable systems are the Kepler-Coulomb
[1,2℄ system V (~x) = α
r
and the harmoni osillator V (~x) = αr2 [3,4℄. A
systemati searh for superintegrable systems in two-dimensional Eulidean
spae E2 was started some time ago [5,6℄. In 1935 J. Drah published two
artiles on two-dimensional Hamiltonian systems with third order integrals
of motion and found 10 suh integrable lassial potentials in omplex
Eulidean spae E2(C) [7℄. A systemati study of superintegrable lassial
and quantum system with a third order integral is more reent [8,9℄. All
lassial and quantum potentials with a seond and a third order integral of
motion that separate in artesian oordinates in the two-dimensional
Eulidean spae were found in Ref 9. There are 21 quantum potentials and
8 lassial potentials.
The lassial potentials were studied earlier [10℄. In all 8 ases of
superintegrable systems, separating in Cartesian oordinates and allowing a
third order integral of motion, the integrals of motion generate a ubi
Poisson algebra. In many ases this polynomial algebra is reduible, that is
it is a onsequene of the existene of a simpler algebrai struture. We
have also studied trajetories and have shown that bounded trajetories are
always losed for these superintegrable potentials.
The quantum ase is muh riher : 21 superintegrable ases of the
onsidered type exist, 13 of them irreduible. In this ontext we all a
potential, or a Hamiltonian "reduible" if the third order integral is the
ommutator (or Poisson ommutator) of two seond order integrals. The
potentials are expressed in terms of rational funtions in 6 ases, ellipti
funtions in 2 ases and Painlevé transendents [11℄ PI ,PII and PIV in 5
ases.
The three reduible ases are
V = ω
2
2
(x2+ y2), V = ω
2
2
(x2+ y2)+ b
x2
+ c
y2
, V = ω
2
2
(4x2+ y2)+ b
y2
+ cx .
2
The irreduible potentials with rational funtion are :
Potential 1. V = ~2[x
2+y2
8a4
+ 1
(x−a)2
+ 1
(x+a)2
]
Potential 2. V = ω
2
2
(9x2 + y2)
Potential 3. V = ω
2
2
(9x2 + y2) + ~
2
y2
Potential 4. V = ~2[9x
2+y2
8a4
+ 1
(y−a)2
+ 1
(y+a)2
]
Potential 5. V = ~2( 1
8a4
[(x2 + y2) + 1
y2
+ 1
(x+a)2
+ 1
(x−a)2
]
Potential 6. V = ~2[ 1
8a4
(x2 + y2) + 1
(y+a)2
+ 1
(y−a)2
+ 1
(x+a)2
+ 1
(x−a)2
] .
It is well know that in quantum mehanis the operators ommuting with
the Hamiltonian, form an o(4) algebra for the hydrogen atom [3,4℄ and a
u(3) algebra for the harmoni osillator. We an obtain from the algebra
the energy spetrum. In many ases the algebra is no longer a Lie algebra
and many examples of polynomial algebras were obtained in quantum
mehanis [12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22℄. C.Daskaloyannis studied the
ase of the quadrati Poisson algebras of two-dimensional lassial
superintegrable systems and quadrati (assoiative) algebras of quantum
superintegrable systems [17℄. He shows how the quadrati algebras provide
a method to obtain the energy spetrum. He uses realizations in terms of
deformed osillator algebras [18℄. Potentials with a third order integral an
be investiged using these tehniques.
Supersymmetry was originally introdued in the ontext of grand
uniation theory in elementary partile physis in terms of quantum eld
theory involving a symmetry between bosons and fermions [23℄. So far there
is no experimental evidene of SUSY partiles. At our energies we an
distinguish bosons and fermions and this symmetry should appear as a
broken symmetry. Supersymmetri quantum mehanis (SUSYQM) was
introdued by E.Witten [24℄ as a toy model to study supersymmetry
breaking. This method is related to earlier investigation of spetral
properties of Sturm-Liouville dierential operators by G.Darboux [25℄ and
T.F.Moutard [26℄ in the 19th entury. SUSYQM is also related to the
fatorization method that was used by E.Shrodinger in the ontext of the
quantum harmoni osillator [27℄. The fatorization method was
investigated more systematially later by L.Infeld and T.F.Hull [28℄.
SUSYQM is now an independent eld with appliations to atomi, nulear,
3
ondensed matter, statistial physis and quantum mehanis [29℄. The
relation with exatly solvable potentials has been disussed [30,31℄ and also
with superintegrable potentials and quadrati algebras [32℄.
This paper is organized in the following way. In Setion 2 we give the
general form of the ubi algebra for two-dimensional systems with a
quadrati and a ubi operator that ommute with the Hamiltonian. We
give a realization of the ubi algebra in terms of parafermioni osillator
algebras. We study the nite dimensional representations of the ubi
algebra. In Setion 3 we apply this method to the ase of irreduible
potentials separable in Cartesian oordinates in E2 with a third order
integral. In Setion 4 we investigate the irreduible potentials from the
point of view of supersymmetri quantum mehanis. In Setion 5 we give
the generating spetrum algebra of the irreduible Potential 1. In Setion 6
we investigate the omplexiation of the irreduible Potential 1. (All other
ases an we obtained from Potential 1).
2 Cubi and parafermioni algebras
We onsider a quantum superintegrable system with a quadrati
Hamiltonian and one seond order and one third order integral of motion
H = a(q1, q2)P
2
1 + 2b(q1, q2)P1P2 + c(q1, q2)P
2
2 + V (q1, q2) (2.1)
A = d(q1, q2)P
2
1+2e(q1, q2)P1P2+f(q1, q2)P
2
2+g(q1, q2)P1+h(q1, q2)P2+Q(q1, q2)
B = u(q1, q2)P
3
1 +3v(q1, q2)P
2
1P2 +3w(q1, q2)P1P
2
2 + x(q1, q2)P
3
2 + j(q1, q2)P
2
1
+2k(q1, q2)P1P2 + l(q1, q2)P
2
2 +m(q1, q2)P1 + n(q1, q2)P2 + S(q1, q2) ,
with
P1 = −i~∂1, P2 = −i~∂2 , (2.2)
[H,A] = [H,B] = 0 . (2.3)
We assume that our integrals lose in a ubi algebra. This is the quantum
version of the ubi Poisson algebra obtained earlier [10℄ and the ubi
generalization of the quadrati algebra studied by C.Daskaloyannis [17℄.
4
The most general form of suh an algebra is
[A,B] = C
[A,C] = αA2 + β{A,B}+ γA+ δB + ǫ (2.4)
[B,C] = µA3 + νA2 + ρB2 + σ{A,B}+ ξA+ ηB + ζ
where {, } denotes an antiommutator. The oeients α , β and µ are
onstants, but the other ones an be polynomials in the Hamiltonian H.
The degrees of these polynomials are ditated by the fat that H and A are
seond order polynomials in the momenta and B is a third order one. Hene
C an be a fourth order polynomial. The Jaobi identity
[A, [B,C]] = [B, [A,C]] implies ρ = −β , σ = −α and η = −γ. We obtain
[A,B] = C (2.5a)
[A,C] = αA2 + β{A,B}+ γA+ δB + ǫ (2.5b)
[B,C] = µA3 + νA2 − βB2 − α{A,B}+ ξA− γB + ζ . (2.5)
For the polynomials on the left and right sides of Eq.(2.4) and Eq.(2.5) to
have the same degree we must have
α = α0, β = β0, µ = µ0 (2.6)
γ = γ0 + γ1H, δ = δ0 + δ1H, ǫ = ǫ0 + ǫ1H + ǫ2H
2
ν = ν0 + ν1H, ξ = ξ0 + ξ1H + ξ2H
2
ζ = ζ0 + ζ1H + ζ2H
2 + ζ3H
3,
where α0, ... , ζ3 are onstants.
The Casimir operator of a polynomial algebra is an operator that ommutes
with all elements of the algebra :
[K,A] = [K,B] = [K,C] = 0 (2.7)
and this implies
K = C2 − α{A2, B} − β{A,B2}+ (αβ − γ){A,B}+ (β2 − δ)B2
5
(+βγ− 2ǫ)B+ µ
2
A4 +
2
3
(ν+µβ)A3+(−1
6
µβ2+
βν
3
+
δµ
2
+α2+ ξ)A2 (2.8)
+(−1
6
µβδ +
δν
3
+ αγ + 2ζ)A .
Ultimatly, the Casimir operator will be a funtion of the Hamiltonian alone.
We onstrut a realization of the ubi algebra in terms of a deformed
osillator algebra [17,18℄ {bt, b, N} whih satises the relation
[N, bt] = bt, [N, b] = −b, btb = Φ(N), bbt = Φ(N + 1) . (2.9)
Φ(N) is alled the "struture funtion". Following C.Daskaloyannis [17℄ we
request Φ(N) to be a real funtion and impose Φ(0) = 0 and Φ(N) > 0 for
N > 0. We onstrut a Fok type representation for the deformed osillator
algebra with a Fok basis |n > , n=0,1,2... satisfying
N |n >= n|n >, bt|n >=
√
Φ(N + 1)|n+ 1 >, (2.10)
b|0 >= 0, b|n >=
√
Φ(N)|n− 1 > . (2.11)
To obtain a nite-dimensional representation we request Φ(p + 1) = 0.
Let us show that there exists a realization of the form :
A = A(N), B = b(N) + btρ(N) + ρ(N)b . (2.12)
The funtions A(N) , b(N) et ρ(N) will be determined by the ubi algebra.
We have by Eq.(2.5.a)
C = [A,B] = bt △ A(N)ρ(N)− ρ(N)△ A(N)b, (2.13)
where △A(N) is dene to be △A(N) = A(N + 1)−A(N). When we insert
Eq.(2.12) into Eq.(2.5b) we obtain two equations that allow us to determine
A(N) and b(N)
△A(N)2 = γ(A(N + 1) + A(N)) + ǫ (2.14)
6
αA(N)2 + 2βA(N)b(N) + γA(N) + δb(N) + ǫ = 0 .
Two distint possibilities our.
Case 1 : β 6= 0. We nd the following solution
A(N) =
β
2
((N + u)2 − 1
4
− δ
β2
) (2.15)
b(N) =
α
4
((N + u)2 − 1
4
) +
αδ − γβ
2β2
− αδ
2 − 2γδβ + 4β2ǫ
4β4
1
(N + u)2 − 1
4
.
The onstant u will be determined below using the fat that we require that
the deformed osillator algebras should be nilpotent. Eq.(2.5) gives us
2Φ(N + 1)(△A(N) + γ
2
)ρ(N)− 2Φ(N)(△A(N − 1)− γ
2
)ρ(N − 1) (2.16)
= µA(N)3 + νA(N)2 − βb(N)2 − 2αA(N)b(N) + ξA(N)− γb(N) + ζ
and the Casimir operator is now realized as
K = Φ(N + 1)(β2 − δ − 2βA(N)−△A(N)2)ρ(N) (2.17)
+Φ(N)(β2 − δ − 2βA(N)−△A(N − 1)2)ρ(N − 1)− 2αA(N)2b(N)
+(β2− δ− 2βA(N))b(N)2 +2(αβ− γ)A(N)b(N)+ (βγ− 2ǫ)b(N)+ µ
2
A(N)4
+
2
3
(ν+µβ)A(N)3+(−1
6
µβ2+
βν
3
+
δµ
2
+α2+ǫ)A(N)2+(−1
6
µβδ+
δa
3
+αγ+2ζ)A(N) .
Finally the struture funtion is
Φ(N) =
1
ρ(N − 1)(△A(N − 1)− β
2
)(f) + (△A(N) + β
2
)(g
)
[(△A(N) + β
2
)(K + 2αA(N)2b(N)− (β2 − δ − 2βA(N))b(N)2
−2(αβ−γ)A(N)b(N)− (βγ−2ǫ)b(N)− µ
2
A(N)4− 2
3
(ν+µβ)A(N)3 (2.18)
7
−(−1
6
µβ2 +
βν
3
+ α2 + ξ)A(N)2 − (−1
6
µβδ +
δν
3
+ αγ + 2ζ)A(N))
−1
2
(β2−δ−2βA(N)−△A(N)2)(µA(N)3+νA(N)2−βb(N)2−2αA(N)b(N)+ξA(N)−γb(N)+ζ)] ,
with
f = β2 − δ − 2βA(N)−△A(N)2, g = β2 − δ − 2βA(N)−△A(N − 1)2 .
(2.19)
Thus the struture funtion depends only on the funtion ρ. This funtion
an be arbitrarily hosen and does not inuene the spetrum. We hoose ρ
to obtain a struture funtion that is a polynomial in N, namely we put
ρ(N) =
1
3 ∗ 212β8(N + u)(1 +N + u)(1 + 2(N + u))2 . (2.20)
From our expressions for A(N) , b(N) and ρ(N), the third relation of the
ubi assoiative algebra and the expression of the Casimir operator we nd
the struture funtion Φ(N). For the Case 1 the struture funtion is a
polynomial of order 10 in N. The oeients of this polynomial are
funtions of α, β, µ, γ, δ, ǫ, ν, ξ and ζ . We give the formula in the
Appendix.
Case 2 : For β = 0 and δ 6= 0 we get the solution
A(N) =
√
δ(N + u), b(N) = −α(N + u)2 − γ√
δ
(N + u)− ǫ
δ
. (2.21)
We hoose a trivial expression ρ(N) = 1. The expliit expression of the
struture funtion for this ase is
Φ(N) = (
K
−4δ −
γǫ
4δ
3
2
− ζ
4
√
δ
+
ǫ2
4δ2
) (2.22)
+(
−αǫ
2δ
− ξ
4
− γ
2
4δ
+
γǫ
2δ
3
2
+
αγ
4
√
δ
+
ζ
2
√
δ
+
ν
√
δ
12
)(N + u)
+(
−ν√δ
4
− 3αγ
4
√
δ
+
γ2
4δ
+
ǫα
2δ
+
α2
4
+
ξ
4
+
µδ
8
)(N + u)2
8
+(
−α2
2
+
γα
2δ
1
2
+
ν
√
δ
6
− µδ
4
)(N + u)3 + (
α2
4
+
µδ
8
)(N + u)4 .
We use a parafermioni realization in whih the parafermioni number
operator N and the Casimir operator K are diagonal. The basis of this
representation is the Fok basis for the parafermioni osillator. The vetor
|k, n >, n = 0, 1, 2... satises the following relations :
N |k, n >= n|k, n >,K|k, n >= k|k, n > . (2.23)
The vetors |k, n > are also eigenvetors of the generator A.
A|k, n >= A(k, n)|k, n >,
A(k, n) =
β
2
((n+ u)2 − 1
4
− δ
β2
), β 6= 0, (2.24)
A(k, n) =
√
δ(n+ u), β = 0, δ 6= 0 .
We have the following onstraints for the struture funtion
Φ(0, u, k) = 0, Φ(p + 1, u, k) = 0 . (2.25)
With these two relations we an nd the energy spetrum. Many solutions
for the system exist. Unitary representations of the deformed parafermioni
osillator obey the onstraint Φ(x) > 0 for x=1,2,...,p .
There are other onditions that should be imposed. The representations
should be onstrained by the dierential harater of the Hamiltonian and
the integrals. For example the mean energy should be greater than the
minimum of the potential
< H >≥ minV (2.26)
This restrition and possibly other ones oming from the dierential
operator harater of the integrals should be taken into onsideration to
exlude spurious states.
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3 Irreduible rational funtion potentials
In the ase of the three reduible superintegrable potentials the ubi
algebra is a diret onsequene of a simpler algebrai struture. The rst
potential V = ω
2
2
(x2 + y2) is the well known isotropi harmoni osillator.
We an onstrut the quadrati or the ubi algebra from the Lie algebra as
in the lassial ase [10℄. The eigenfuntions of the harmoni osillator are
well known and are given in terms of the Hermite polynomials. The two
other reduible potentials V = ω
2
2
(x2 + y2) + b
x2
+ c
y2
and
V = ω
2
2
(4x2 + y2) + b
y2
+ cx are two of the four types of potentials found a
long time ago [6℄. There is no Lie algebra in these ases but a quadrati
algebra [17℄ and we an obtain the ubi algebra diretly from this algebra.
We obtain from the ubi algebra the same unitary representations that
were obtained from the quadrati algebra [17℄.
In this setion we will apply to the irreduible quantum potentials resuts of
the Setion 2 and give all unitary representations and the orresponding
energy spetra. Notie that in all ase we have β = 0 so only Case 2 of
Setion 2 ours.
Potential 1 : V = ~2(x
2+y2
8a4
+ 1
(x−a)2
+ 1
(x+a)2
)
This potential has the following two integrals
A = P 2x − P 2y + 2~2(
x2 − y2
8a4
+
1
(x− a)2 +
1
(x+ a)2
) (3.1)
B =
1
2
{L, P 2x}+
1
2
~
2{y(4a
2 − x2
4a4
− 6(x
2 + a2)
(x2 − a2)2)), Px} (3.2)
+
1
2
~
2{x((x
2 − 4a2)
4a4
− 2
x2 − a2 +
4(x2 + a2)
(x2 − a2)2 ), Py}.
The integrals A,B and H give rise to the following ubi algebra and
Casimir operator
[A,B] = C, [A,C] =
4h4
a4
B (3.3)
[B,C] = −2~2A3−6~2A2H+8~2H3+6~
4
a2
A2+8
~4
a2
HA−8~
4
a2
H2+2
~6
a4
A−2~
6
a4
H−6~
8
a6
10
K = −16~2H4 + 32~
4
a2
H3 + 16
~6
a4
H2 − 40~
8
a6
H − 3~
10
a8
. (3.4)
The struture funtion is given by the expression
Φ(x) = (
−~8
a4
)(x+u−(−a
2E
~2
−1
2
))(x+u−(a
2E
~2
+
1
2
))(x+u−(−a
2E
~2
+
3
2
))(x+u−(−a
2E
~2
+
5
2
)) .
(3.5)
There are three unitary representations. The rst unitary solution is for
a = ia0, a0 ∈ R. From the ondition Φ(0, u, k) = 0 we nd u = −a
2
0E
~2
+ 1
2
.
The seond onstraint Φ(p + 1, u, k) = 0 implies
E =
~2(p+ 2)
2a20
, Φ(x) = (
~8
a40
)x(p+ 1− x)(p+ 3− x)(p + 4− x), (3.6)
where p ∈ N. We have Φ(p+ 1) = 0 whih means that the unitary
representations have dimension p+1. This is also the degeneray of the
energy levels.
The seond unitary solution for a = ia0, a0 ∈ R. We have u = a
2
0E
~2
− 1
2
and
E = −~
2(p)
2a20
, Φ(x) = (
~8
a40
)x(p + 1− x)(3− x)(2− x) , (3.7)
valid only for p=0,1.
We have
E ≥ minV = V (0, 0) = −2~
2
a20
, (3.8)
so this is a physially meaningful solution. A third unitary solution exists
this time for a ∈ R. We have u = −a2E
~2
+ 5
2
and
E =
~2(p + 3)
2a2
, Φ(x) = (
~8
a4
)x(p+ 1− x)(x+ 1)(x+ 3) . (3.9)
Potential 2 : V = ω
2
2
(9x2 + y2)
This potential has the two integrals
A = P 2x − P 2y + ω2(9x2 − y2) (3.10)
11
B =
1
2
{L, P 2y }+
ω2
6
{y3, Px} − 3ω
2
2
{xy2, Py} .
The ubi algebra and Casimir operator of this system are
[A,B] = C, [A,C] = 144ω2~2B (3.11)
[B,C] = −2~2A3 + 6~2HA2 − 8~2H3 − 56ω2~4A+ 72ω2~4H
K = −16~2H4 + 64ω2~4H2 + 720ω4~6 . (3.12)
The struture funtion is
(3.13)
Φ(x) = (−36ω2h4)(x+u− (−E
6ω~
+
1
2
))(x+u− ( E
6ω~
+
1
6
))(x+u− ( E
6ω~
+
1
2
))
(x+ u− ( E
6ω~
+
5
6
)) .
We use the two onstraints given by the Eq.(2.25). We obtain u = −E
6ω~
+ 1
2
and three unitary representations with the orresponding energy spetra
E = 3ω~(p+
2
3
), Φ(x) = (36ω2h4)x(p+1−x)(p+ 2
3
−x)(p+ 1
3
−x) (3.14)
E = 3ω~(p+1), Φ(x) = (36ω2h4)x(p+1−x)(p+ 2
3
−x)(p+ 4
3
−x) (3.15)
E = 3ω~(p+
4
3
), Φ(x) = (36ω2h4)x(p+1−x)(p+ 5
3
−x)(p+ 4
3
−x). (3.16)
These results oinide with those obtained by solving the Shrödinger
equation using separation of variable. The eigenfuntions are well known
and given by
φk1(x) =
1√
2k1k1!
(
3ω
π~
)
1
4 e
−3ω
2~
x2Hk1(
√
3ω
~
x), (3.17)
φk2(y) =
1√
2k2k2!
(
ω
π~
)
1
4 e
−ω
2~
y2Hk2(
√
ω
~
y) , (3.18)
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where Hk are Hermite polynomials. The orresponding energy spetrum is
E = ω~(3k1 + k2 + 2) (3.19)
Potential 3 : V = ω
2
2
(9x2 + y2) + ~
2
y2
The two integrals of this potential are
A = P 2x − P 2y + ω2(9x2 − y2)−
2~2
y2
(3.20)
B =
1
2
{L, P 2y }+
1
2
{ω
2y3
3
− ~
2
y
, Px}+ 1
2
{3x(−ω2y2 + ~
2
y2
, Py}.
The ubi algebra and the Casimir operator are
[A,B] = C [A,C] = 144ω2~2B (3.21)
[B,C] = −2~2A3 + 6~2HA2 − 8~2H3 − 8ω2~4A + 72ω2~4H
K = −16~2H4 + 256ω2~4H2 − 1008ω4~6 . (3.22)
The struture funtion is
(3.23)
Φ(x) = (−36ω2h4)(x+u− (−E
6ω~
+
1
2
))(x+u− ( E
6ω~
− 1
6
))(x+u− ( E
6ω~
+
1
2
))
(x+ u− ( E
6ω~
+
7
6
)) .
Using Eq.(2.25) we obtain u = −E
6ω~
+ 1
2
and two unitary representations
Φ(x) = (36ω2~4)x(p+
5
3
−x)(p+1−x)(p+ 7
3
−x), E = 3ω~(p+5
3
), (3.24)
Φ(x) = (36ω2~4)x(p+
1
3
−x)(p+5
3
−x)(p+1−x), E = 3ω~(p+1) . (3.25)
These results are orroborated by those obtained when we use separation of
13
variable and solve the Shrödinger equation. The eigenfuntions are well
know are given by
φk1(x) =
1√
2k1k1!
(
3ω
π~
)
1
4 e
−3ω
2~
x2Hk1(
√
3ω
~
x), (3.26)
φk2(y) = (
ω
~
)(
k2!((
ω
~
)
3
2 )
Γ(k2 +
5
2
)
)
1
2 e−
ω
2~
y2y2L
3
2
k2
(
ω
~
y2). (3.27)
where Lαn is a Laguerre polynomial. The orresponding energy spetrum is
E = ω~(3k1 + 2k2 + 4) (3.28)
Potential 4 : V = ~2(9x
2+y2
8a4
+ 1
(y−a)2
+ 1
(y+a)2
)
The two integrals are given by the formulas
A = P 2x − P 2y + 2~2(
9x2 − y2
8a4
+
1
(y − a)2 +
1
(y + a)2
) (3.29)
B =
1
2
{L, P 2y }+
1
2
~
2{y( y
2
12a4
− 8a
2
(y2 − a2)2 −
2
y2 − a2 ), Py} (3.30)
+
1
2
~
2{x(8(y
2 + a2)
(y2 − a2)2 −
y2
a4
), Py}
The ubi algebra and the Casimir operator are
[A,B] = C, [A,C] =
36h4
a4
B (3.31)
[B,C] = −2~2A3 − 6~2A2H − 8~2H3 + 10~
6
a4
A+ 18
~6
a4
H − 24~
8
a6
K = −16~2H4 + 112~
6
a4
H2 + 96
~8
a6
H − 171~
10
a8
. (3.32)
The struture funtion is
Φ(x) =
−9~6
a4
(x+u−(a
2E
3~2
−1
2
))(x+u−(−a
2E
3~2
+
1
2
))(x+u−(a
2E
3~2
+
5
6
))(x+u−(a
2E
3~2
+
7
6
)) .
(3.33)
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For the ase a = ia0, a0 ∈ R we get the three following unitary
representations
Φ(x) =
9~6
a40
x(p+ 1− x)(x− 4
3
)(x− 5
3
), E =
3~2(p)
2a20
(3.34)
Φ(x) =
36~6
a40
x(p + 1− x)(x+ 4
3
)(x− 1
3
), E =
3~2(p+ 4
3
)
2a20
(3.35)
Φ(x) =
36~6
a40
x(p+ 1− x)(x+ 2
3
)(x+
1
3
), E =
3~2(p+ 5
3
)
2a20
. (3.36)
For the ase a ∈ R we get the three unitary representations
Φ(x) =
9~6
a4
x(p + 1− x)(p + 7
3
− x)(p + 8
3
− x), E = 3~
2(p+ 2)
2a2
(3.37)
Φ(x) =
9~6
a4
x(p + 1− x)(p + 4
3
− x)(p− 1
3
− x), E = 3~
2(p+ 2
3
)
2a2
(3.38)
Φ(x) =
9~6
a4
x(p+1− x)(p+ 2
3
− x)(p− 2
3
− x), E = 3~
2(p+ 1
3
)
2a2
. (3.39)
The Potential 5 V = ~2( 1
8a4
[(x2 + y2) + 1
y2
+ 1
(x+a)2
+ 1
(x−a)2
] and Potential 6
V = ~2[ 1
8a4
(x2 + y2) + 1
(y+a)2
+ 1
(y−a)2
+ 1
(x+a)2
+ 1
(x−a)2
] are partiular. Their
integrals of motion A,B and C do not lose in a nite ubi algebra. Closure
at a higher order remains to be investigated. In these ases, we have the
separation of variables and the unidimensional parts are related to the
Potential 1 and Potential 4 and their spetra. We will see also in the next
setion that we an obtain information using supersymmetri quantum
mehanis.
4 Supersymmetri quantum mehanis
In this setion we will investigate a relation between SUSYQM [24℄ and
superintegrable systems with a third order integral of motion . Let us reall
some aspets of supersymmetri quantum mehanis. We dene two rst
15
order operators
A =
~√
2
d
dx
+W (x), A† = − ~√
2
d
dx
+W (x) . (4.1)
We onsider the following two Hamiltonians whih are alled
"superpartners"
H1 = A
†A = −~
2
2
d2
dx2
+W 2− ~√
2
W ′, H2 = AA
† = −~
2
2
d2
dx2
+W 2+
~√
2
W ′.
(4.2)
There are two ases. The rst is Aψ
(1)
0 6= 0, E(1)0 6= 0, A†ψ(2)0 6= 0 and
E
(2)
0 6= 0. We have
E(2)n = E
(1)
n > 0, ψ
(2)
n =
1√
E
(1)
n
Aψ(1)n , ψ
(1)
n =
1√
E
(2)
n
A†ψ(2)n . (4.3)
and the two Hamiltonians are isospetral. This ase orresponds to broken
supersymmetry.
For the seond ase the supersymmetry is unbroken and we have Aψ
(1)
0 = 0,
E
(1)
0 = 0, A
†ψ
(2)
0 6= 0 and E(2)0 6= 0. Without lost of generality we take H1 as
the potential having the zero energy ground state. We have
E(2)n = E
(1)
n+1, E
(1)
0 = 0, ψ
(2)
n =
1√
E
(1)
n+1
Aψ
(1)
n+1, ψ
(1)
n+1 =
1√
E
(2)
n
A†ψ(2)n .
(4.4)
We an dene the matries
H =
(
H1 0
0 H2
)
Q =
(
0 0
A 0
)
Q† =
(
0 A†
0 0
)
. (4.5)
We get the relations
[H,Q] = [H,Q†] = 0, {Q,Q} = {Q†, Q†} = 0, {Q,Q†} = H . (4.6)
We have a sl(1|1) superalgebra and H1 and H2 are superpartners. By
onstrution, all our potentials an be viewed as the sum of two one
dimensional potentials H = Hx +Hy. The unidimensional parts of the three
reduible potentials and the irreduible Potential 2 and Potential 3 are
16
known in SUSYQM. These potentials have the shape invariane property
[29,31℄. We will show that Potentials 1,4,5 and 6 an be also disussed from
the point of view of supersymmetry.
4.1 Potential 1
The Hamiltonian is
H = Hx +Hy =
P 2x
2
+
P 2y
2
+ ~2(
x2 + y2
8a4
+
1
(x− a)2 +
1
(x+ a)2
) . (4.7)
Let us dene the two operators
b† =
1√
2
(−~ d
dx
− ~
2a2
x− ~( −1
x− a +
−1
x+ a
)) (4.8)
b =
1√
2
(~
d
dx
− ~
2a2
x− ~( −1
x− a +
−1
x+ a
)) . (4.9)
For a = ia0, a0 ∈ R we have
H1 = b
†b =
P 2x
2
+
~2x2
8a40
+
~2
(x− ia0)2 +
~2
(x+ ia0)2
+
3~2
4a20
(4.10)
H2 = bb
† =
P 2x
2
+
~2x2
8a40
+
5~2
4a20
. (4.11)
These two unidimensional Hamiltonians are almost isospetral. H1 has a
zero energy ground state. The supersymmetry is unbroken. This potential
was disussed in Ref. 33. Non singular superpartners of the harmoni
osillator were disussed in Ref. 34 and 35. Coherent states of superpartners
of the harmoni osillator have also been studied [36℄. Wee see that
H1 = Hx +
3~2
4a20
is the Hamiltonian that we are interested in and its
superpartner H2 orresponds to a harmoni osillator.
We apply results for the unbroken supersymmetry. The zero energy ground
state satises bφ0 = 0 and is
φ0(x) = a
3
2
0 (
2
π
)
1
4
e
−x2
4a2
0
a20 + x
2
. (4.12)
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The other eigenfuntions of H1 are obtained by the equation
φ
(1)
n+1 =
1√
E
(2)
n
b†φ
(2)
n . In this ase ψ
(2)
n are only the eigenfuntions of the
harmoni osillator
(H2) that are written in terms of Hermite polynomials. We get diretly forH1
φk1+1(x) = b
†(
1√
2k1k1!
(
1
2a20π
)
1
4 e
−1
4a20
x2
Hk1(
√
1
2a20
x)) (4.13)
=
a0√
(k1 + 3)
(
1
2a20π
)
1
4
1√
2k1k1!
e
− x
2
4a2
0 (
(x3 + 3xa20)
a20(x
2 + a20)
Hk1 −
2k1√
2a0
λHk1−1),
λ=1 for k1 ≥ 1, λ=0 for k1=0. With this expression we get for k1 = 0
φ1 =
1
√
3(2π)
1
4a
3
2
0
e
− x
2
4a2
0
x(3a20 + x
2)
a20 + x
2
. (4.14)
We have the following energy spetrum for H1
E
(1)
0 = 0, E
(1)
k1+1
=
~2
2a20
(k1 + 3) . (4.15)
We thus obtain the spetrum of Hx ( the x part of the irreduible Potential
1) :
Ex0 = −
3~2
4a20
, Exk1+1 =
~2
2a20
(k1 +
3
2
) . (4.16)
If we add Hy to these results we get the energy spetrum and the
eigenfuntions of the Potential 1. There are two families of solutions. The
rst orresponds to the energies
E =
(k1 + k2 + 2)~
2
2a20
=
(p+ 2)~2
2a20
(4.17)
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with eigenfuntions
φk1+1(x) =
a0√
(k1 + 3)
(
1
2a20π
)
1
4
1√
2k1k1!
e
− x
2
4a2
0 (
(x3 + 3xa20)
a20(x
2 + a20)
Hk1−
2k1√
2a0
λHk1−1)
(4.18)
χk2(y) =
1√
2k2k2!
(
1
2a20π
)
1
4 e
−1
4a2
0
y2
Hk2(
√
1
2a20
y) (4.19)
and is also obtained from the ubi algebra. The seond orresponds to the
energies
E =
~
2(k2 − 1)
2a20
(4.20)
with the orresponding eigenfuntions
ψ(x, y) = φ0(x)χk2(y), φ0(x) = a
3
2
0 (
2
π
)
1
4
e
−x2
4a2
0
a20 + x
2
(4.21)
and χk2(y) as in Eq.(4.19).
The two states obtained from Eq.(3.8) are given by Eq.(4.20) for k2=0,1.
For k3 ≥ 3 there are ommon eigenvalues given by Eq.(4.17) and Eq.(4.20)
and therefore the degeneray is p+2.
Let us onsider the ase a ∈ R. We have the following Hamiltonians
H1 = b
tb =
P 2x
2
+
~2x2
8a4
+
~2
(x− a)2 +
~2
(x+ a)2
− 3~
2
4a2
(4.22)
H2 = bb
t =
P 2x
2
+
~2x2
8a4
− 5~
2
4a2
. (4.23)
This ase is more ompliated beause of the singularities on the x-axis for
the Hamiltonian H1. We have a regular Hamiltonian onneted to a
singular one and we have also for H2 negative energy states. Suh situations
have attrated a lot of attention and many artiles were devoted to suh
singular potentials. An important ase is the one of Jeviki and Rodrigues
[37,38℄. The orresponding Hamiltonians are
H− =
d2
dx2
+ x2 − 3, H+ = − d
2
dx2
+ x2 +
2
x2
− 1. (4.24)
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Fatorization of Hamiltonians H1 and H2 given by Eq.(4.22) and (4.23) give
us an algebrai relation that does not take into aount the presene of
singularities or boundary onditions. The wavefuntions given in Eq.(4.3)
and (4.4) do not neessarily belong to the Hilbert spae of square integrable
funtions. The potential in Eq.(4.22) has impenetrable barriers oming from
the singularities. We an onsider the superpartner to be the harmoni
osillator with two innite barriers (at x = ±a) to reover the
supersymmetry [39℄. In the Ref. 39 a superpartner of the harmoni
osillator with one singularity was onsidered but the method an be
extended to more singularities. The only ase that was solved analytially
and where the energy levels are equidistant is when the singularity was at
the origin. In our ase we were not able to solve analytially and we leave
for future investigations these numerial alulations that appear
interesting from a phenomenologial point of view. Singular potentials were
also investigated by A.Das and S.A.Pernie [40℄ by means of the
regularization method. M.Znojil [41℄ has disussed another method that
onsist in the omplexiation of the potential. In Setion 6 we will disuss
the omplexiation of the irreduible quantum superintegrable Potential 1.
4.2 Potential 4
We apply these results to the next irreduible potential
V = ~2(
9x2 + y2
8a4
+
1
(y − a)2 +
1
(y + a)2
) (4.25)
We an also use SUSYQM beause the y part is the same as the x part of
Potential 1. For the ase a = ia0, a0 ∈ R we nd with energy
E =
~
2
2a20
(3k1 + k2 + 3) (4.26)
with the orresponding eigenfuntions
χk1(x) =
1√
2k1k1!
(
3
2a20π
)
1
4 e
− 3
4a20
x2
Hk1(
√
3
2a20
x) (4.27)
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φk2+1(y) =
a0√
(k2 + 3)
(
1
2a20π
)
1
4
1√
2k2k2!
e
−
y2
4a2
0 (
(y3 + 3ya20)
a20(y
2 + a20)
Hk2 −
2k2√
2a0
λHk2−1)
(4.28)
and we get from the singlet state the energies
E =
~2
2a20
(3k1) (4.29)
and eigenfuntions
ψ(x, y) = φ0(y)χk1(x), φ0(y) = a
3
2
0 (
2
π
)
1
4
e
−y2
4a2
0
a20 + y
2
(4.30)
and χk1(x) as in Eq.(4.27).
4.3 Potential 5
The potential is
V = ~2[
1
8a4
[(x2 + y2) +
1
y2
+
1
(x+ a)2
+
1
(x− a)2 ] (4.31)
For the ase a = ia0, a0 ∈ R we have
E =
(k1 + 2k2 + 5)
2a20
~
2
(4.32)
with the eigenfuntions given by
φk1(x) =
a0√
(k1 + 3)
(
1
2a20π
)
1
4
1√
2k1k1!
e
− x
2
4a20 (
(x3 + 3xa20)
a20(x
2 + a20)
Hk1 −
2k1√
2a0
λHk1−1)
(4.33)
χk2(y) = (
1
2a20
)
1
4 (
k2!(
1
2a20
)
3
2
Γ(k2 +
5
2
)
)
1
2 e
−y2
4a20 y2L
3
2
k2
(
y2
2a20
) (4.34)
where Lνk(z) are Laguerre polynomials
We have also the energies
E =
~2(2k2 + 2)
2a20
(4.35)
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with the orresponding eigenfuntions
ψ(x, y) = χk2(y)φ0(x), φ0(x) = a
3
2
0 (
2
π
)
1
4
e
−x2
4a20
a20 + x
2
(4.36)
and χk2(y) as Eq.(4.34).
4.4 Potential 6
We onsider the potential
V = ~2[
1
8a4
(x2 + y2) +
1
(y + a)2
+
1
(y − a)2 +
1
(x+ a)2
+
1
(x− a)2 ] (4.37)
For the ase a = ia0, a0 ∈ R we have the energies
E =
(k1 + k2 + 3)
2a20
~
2
(4.38)
with the eigenfuntions given by
φk1+1(x) =
a0√
(k1 + 3)
(
1
2a20π
)
1
4
1√
2k1k1!
e
− x
2
4a2
0 (
(x3 + 3xa20)
a20(x
2 + a20)
Hk1−
2k1√
2a0
λHk1−1)
(4.39)
χk2+1(y) =
a0√
(k2 + 3)
(
1
2a20π
)
1
4
1√
2k2k2!
e
−
y2
4a2
0 (
(y3 + 3ya20)
a20(y
2 + a20)
Hk2 −
2k2√
2a0
λHk2−1)
(4.40)
The singlet state in the x part of the Hamiltonian gives the energies
E =
~2(k2)
2a20
(4.41)
with eigenfuntions
ψ(x, y) = χk2(y)φ0(x), φ0(x) = a
3
2
0 (
2
π
)
1
4
e
−x2
4a2
0
a20 + x
2
(4.42)
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and χk2(y) as Eq.(4.40).
We also obtain another kind of solution from the singlet state in the y part.
The energies are
E =
~2(k1)
2a20
(4.43)
with the orresponding eigenfuntions
ψ(x, y) = φk1(x)χ0(y), χ0(y) = a
3
2
0 (
2
π
)
1
4
e
−y2
4a20
a20 + y
2
(4.44)
and φk1(x) as Eq.(4.39).
and a state oming from the singlet state in the two parts with energies
E = −3~
2
2a20
(4.45)
with the following expresion for the eigenfuntions
φ0(x) = a
3
2
0 (
2
π
)
1
4
e
−x2
4a2
0
a20 + x
2
, χ0(y) = a
3
2
0 (
2
π
)
1
4
e
−y2
4a2
0
a20 + y
2
. (4.46)
5 Generating spetrum algebra
The supersymmetry allows us to nd the reation and annihilation
operators of the x part of the irreduible Potential 1. They are given by
M = b†cb, M † = b†c†b (5.1)
where  and c† are annihilation and reation operators of the superpartner
H2 that is a harmoni osillator. We have
c =
~
2a2
(x+ 2a2
d
dx
), c† =
~
2a2
(x− 2a2 d
dx
) (5.2)
and
M =
1√
2
(−~ d
dx
− ~
2a2
x+~(
1
x− a+
1
x+ a
))
~
2a2
(x+2a2
d
dx
)
1√
2
(~
d
dx
− ~
2a2
x+~(
1
x− a+
1
x+ a
))
(5.3)
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M † =
1√
2
(−~ d
dx
− ~
2a2
x+~(
1
x− a+
1
x+ a
))
~
2a2
(x−2a2 d
dx
)
1√
2
(~
d
dx
− ~
2a2
x+~(
1
x− a+
1
x+ a
)) .
(5.4)
The zero energy ground state given by the Eq.(4.12) is annihilated be the
annihilation operator but also by the reation operator.
Mφ0(x) = M
†φ0 = 0 (5.5)
The reation and annihilation operator for the y part (Hy) of the Potential
1 are
L =
~
2a2
(y + 2a2
d
dy
), L† =
~
2a2
(y − 2a2 d
dy
) . (5.6)
We have the ommutators
[M,M †] =
3
4
(H +
1
2
A)2 − ~
2
a2
(H +
1
2
A)− 3~
4
16a4
, [L, L†] = 1 . (5.7)
We onsider the following operators [16℄
E+ = M
†L†, E− = ML, F+ = (M
†)2, F− = M
2, G+ = (L
†)2, G− = L
2.
(5.8)
We add to these operators the Hamiltonian, the integrals of motion A, B
and C (Eq.(3.1) (3.2) and (3.3)). We have the following quinti algebra that
ontains 45 relations where the ubi algebra appears as a subalgebra :
(5.9)
[H,A] = 0, [H,B] = 0, [H,C] = 0, [H,E±] = ±(~
2
a2
)E±,
[H,F±] = ±(~
2
a2
)F±, [H,G±] = ±(~
2
a2
)G±,
[A,B] = C, [A,C] =
4h4
a4
B, [A,E±] = 0, [A, F±] = ±(2~
2
a2
)F±,
[A,G±] = ∓(2~
2
a2
)G±, [B,C] = −2~2A3 − 6~2A2H
+8~2H3 + 6
~4
a2
A2 + 8
~4
a2
HA− 8~
4
a2
H2 + 2
~6
a4
A− 2~
6
a4
H − 6~
8
a6
,
[B,E−] = −2i~F− + 3i~
2
(H +
1
2
A)2G− − 2i~
3
a2
(H +
1
2
A)G− − 3i~
5
8a4
G−,
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[B,E+] = −2i~F+ + 3i~
2
(H +
1
2
A)2G+ − 2i~
3
a2
(H +
1
2
A)G+ − 3i~
5
8a4
G+,
[B,F−] = 3i~(H +
1
2
A)2E− − 7i~
3
a2
(H +
1
2
A)E− +
11i~5
4a4
E−,
[B,F+] = 3i~(H +
1
2
A)2E+ − i~
3
a2
(H +
1
2
A)E+ − 5i~
5
4a4
E+,
[B,G+] = −4i~E+, [B,G−] = −4i~E−,
[C,E−] =
4i~3
a3
F− +
3i~3
a2
(H +
1
2
A)2G− − 4i~
5
a4
(H +
1
2
A)G− − 3i~
7
4a6
G−,
[C,E+] =
−4i~3
a3
F+ − 3i~
3
a2
(H +
1
2
A)2G+ +
4i~5
a4
(H +
1
2
A)G+ +
3i~7
4a6
G+,
[C, F−] =
6i~3
a2
(H +
1
2
A)2E− − 14i~
5
a4
(H +
1
2
A)E− +
11i~7
2a6
E−,
[C, F+] = −6i~
3
a2
(H +
1
2
A)2E+ +
2i~5
a4
(H +
1
2
A)E+ +
5i~7
2a6
E+,
[C,G±] = ∓8i~
3
a2
E±, [E±, F±] = 0, [E±, G±] = 0,
[E−, E+] =
−a2~2
16
A3 +
3a2~2
4
AH2 + a2~2H3 +
~4
8
A2
−~
4
2
AH − 3~
4
2
H2 +
~6
16a2
A− ~
6
4a2
H +
3~8
8a4
,
[E+, F−] =
−3ia2~
16
C(H +
1
2
A)2 +
3i~3
8
B(H +
1
2
A)2 +
7i~3
16
C(H +
1
2
A)
−7i~
5
8a2
B(H +
1
2
)− 11i~
5
64a2
C +
11i~7
32a4
B,
[E−, F+] =
3ia2~
16
C(H +
1
2
A)2 +
3i~3
8
B(H +
1
2
A)2 − i~
3
16
C(H +
1
2
A)
− i~
5
8a2
B(H +
1
2
)− 5i~
5
64a2
C − 5i~
7
32a4
B,
[E−, G+] =
ia2~
4
C − i~
3
2
B, [E+, G−] =
−ia2~
4
C − i~
3
2
B,
[F−, F+] =
3a2~2
4
(H +
1
2
A)5 − 5~
4
2
(H +
1
2
A)4 +
25~6
8a2
(H +
1
2
A)3
25
−5~
8
4a4
(H +
1
2
A)2 − 53~
10
64a6
(H +
1
2
A) +
15~12
32a8
,
[F±, G±] = [F±, G∓] = 0, [G−, G+] = 4a
2
~
2(H +
1
2
A).
This polynomial algebra is the spetrum-generating algebra.
6 Complexiation of superintegrable
potentials
In quantum mehanis textbooks the Hermitiity of the Hamiltonian is
often presented as a ondition for the energy spetrum to be real. There
exist other requirements that an be hosen without loosing essential
features of quantum mehanis. One requirement that appears more
physial is the spae-time reetion symmetry i.e. the Hamiltonian is
invariant under the PT transformation [42℄, i.e. the simultaneous reetions
P : x→-x, p→-p and τ : x→x p→-p, i→-i. For potentials invariant under
suh transformations the energy spetrum an also onsist of
omplex-onjugate pairs of eigenvalues. The PT-symmetry is thus said to
be broken. The notion of Pseudo-Hermitiity was introdued by
A.Mostafazadeh [43℄. He shows also that every Hamiltonian with a real
spetrum is pseudo-Hermitian and that all PT-symmetri Hamiltonians
studied belong to the lass of pseudo-Hermitian Hamiltonian. The
replaement of the ondition that the Hamiltonian is Hermitian by a
weaker ondition allows us to study many new kinds of Hamiltonians that
would have been exluded and from a phenomenologial point of view may
desribe physi phenomena. The ase H = p2 + x2(ix)δ was studied in
detail by C.Bender in 1998 [42℄.
Complexiation has been proposed as a natural way to regularize singular
potentials [41℄. It onsists in a transformation of the type x → x - iǫ applied
to a potential. The harmoni osillator and the Smorodinsky-Winternitz
potential are PT-symmetri Hamiltonian after a omplexiation [41℄.
We will onsider the omplexiation of the Hamiltonian
H = Hx+Hy =
P 2x
2
+
P 2y
2
+~2(
(x− iǫ)2 + (y − iǫ)2
8a4
+
1
(x− iǫ− a)2+
1
(x− iǫ+ a)2 ).
(6.1)
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The omplex harmoni osillator Hamiltonian Hy is known to be
PT-symmetri. It's energy spetrum is real, namely :
E =
~2
2a2
(m+
1
2
) . (6.2)
The eigenfuntions are
φm(y) = Nme
−
(y−iǫ)2
4a2 Hm(
(y − iǫ)√
2a
) (6.3)
(here and below Nm is a normalization onstant).
To get the energy spetrum and the eigenfuntions of Hx we omplexify the
operators given by the Eq.(4.8) and (4.9). We get two PT-symmetri
Hamiltonians. This transformation allows to regularize Hx when a ∈ R. The
(real) energy levels and eigenfuntions of the Hamiltonian H2 are known.
H1 = b
′
b =
P 2x
2
+
~2(x− iǫ)2
8a4
+
~2
(x− iǫ− a)2 +
~2
(x− iǫ+ a)2 −
3~2
4a2
(6.4)
H2 = bb
′
=
P 2x
2
+
~2(x− iǫ)2
8a4
− 5~
2
4a2
(6.5)
The Darboux transformation is still valid for non-Hermitian Hamiltonians
but supersymmetry is replaed by pseudo-supersymmetry [44℄. We have
b
′
ψgr = 0 that orrespond to the zero energy state of H2
ψgr = Ngre
−
(x−iǫ)2
4a2 (a2 − (x− iǫ)2) (6.6)
We an obtain the eigenfuntion of H1 by applying b
′
on other state of H2
given in terms of Hermite polynomials. We get
φn = Nne
−(x−iǫ)2
4a2 (
2(x− iǫ)
(x− iǫ)2 − a2Hn+3(
(x− iǫ)√
2a
) (6.7)
−2(n + 3)√
2a
Hn+2(
(x− iǫ)√
2a
))
Let us give the expliit expression for the ground state and the rst exited
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state
φ0 = N0e
−(x−iǫ)2
4a2
(3a4 + (x− iǫ)4)
(a2 − (x− iǫ)2) (6.8)
φ1 = N1e
−(x−iǫ)2
4a2
(3a4 + 2a2i(x− iǫ) + (x− iǫ)4)(x− iǫ)
(a2 − (x− iǫ)2) (6.9)
The probabilisti interpretation of the wave funtion of non-Hermitian
quantum systems [45℄ is given by a pseudo-norm that is not positive
denite. ∫ ∞
−∞
dxψ∗(−x)ψ(x) = σ, σ = ±1 (6.10)
The orresponding energy spetrum is given by
En =
(n+ 1)~2
2a2
(6.11)
We obtain for the omplexied superintegrable potential the energy
spetrum
E =
(n +m+ 3)~2
2a2
=
(p+ 3)~2
2a2
(6.12)
with eigenfuntion given by Eq.(6.3) and (6.7).
7 Conlusion
The main result of this artile is that we have onstruted a Fok type
representation for the most general ubi algebra generated by a seond
order and a third order order integral of motion by the means of
parafermioni algebras. We present in detail the ubi algebra for all
irreduible quantum superintegrable potentials, the unitary representations
and the orresponding energy spetra. All ases with nite ubi algebras
belong to Case 2 of Setion 2. Thus they orrespond to β = 0 in Eq.(2.5)
and the struture funtion is given by Eq. (2.22). In two ases of irreduible
potentials the integrals of motion do not lose in a nite dimensional ubi
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algebra. It ould be interesting to see what kind algebrai struture is
involved in these ases. Comparing with a earlier artile [10℄ we an see
from this artile how the ubi Poisson algebra is deformed into a ubi
algebra in quantum mehanis.
The method that we use to nd energy spetra with the ubi algebra is
independant of the hoie of oordinate systems. We ould apply these
results in the future to systems with a third order integral that are
separable in polar, ellipti or paraboli oordinates. The method is also
independant of the metri and ould be applied to superintegrable systems
in other spaes. The methods developed in this artile ould be applied to
other physial systems. One suh system is a Shrödinger equation with a
position dependent mass [32℄, others arise in the ontext of supersymmetri
quantum mehanis.
The Potential 3 is also a speial ase of the following potential [46,47℄
V =
ω2
2
(k2x2 +m2y2) +
λ1
x2
+
λ2
y2
(7.1)
In general this system has integrals of motion of order greater than 3 and
the more ompliated polynomial algebra should be studied.
All the potentials onsidered in this artile an also be viewed as the sum of
two one-dimensional potentials H = Hx +Hy. We have investigated eah of
these unidimensional potentials in terms of supersymmetri quantum
mehanis. The superintegrability of these two-dimensional potentials seems
to be related to the supersymmetry property. Using the supersymmetry we
have obtained the energy spetra and the eigenfuntions. We have
ompared the results with those obtained using the ubi algebras. One
partiular feature is the appearane of singlet states. For the Potential 1
there is an additional degeneray that is not obtained by the algebrai
method using the ubi algebra.
It was shown that many well known potentials suh Dira delta and
Poshl-Teller display a hidden SUSY where the reetion (parity) operator
play the role of the grading operator [48℄. Potentials with ellipti funtions
an also be disussed from this point of view [49℄. Potentials with ellipti
funtions appear in Ref. 9. These ases are not truly superintegrable sine
there exists a syzygy between the Hamiltonian, seond order integral and
the third order integral of motion but it has been shown that the third
order integral an be used to obtain the eigenfuntions and the spetrum
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[50℄. We leave quantum potentials involving Painlevé transendents for a
future artile.
Superintegrable potentials and their integrals of motion an be omplexied
and investigated from the point of view of PT-symmetri quantum
mehanis. The omplexiation appears also as a natural way to regularize
the singular potentials.
It's would be interesting to investigate the relation of pseudo-Hermitian
Hamiltonians and supersymmetry with superintegrable systems.
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8 Appendix
Struture funtion for the ase β 6= 0
(A1) Φ(N) = 384µβ10N10−1920µβ10N9+(−1536δµβ8+1024νβ9+3040µβ10
−2304β8α2)N8+(6144δµβ8−4096νβ9−640µβ10+6144β8α2)N7+(2304δ2µβ6−3072νδβ7
3072ξβ8−7680δµβ8+5120νβ9−2512µβ10−3072δβ6α2+2304β8α2+3072β7αγ)N6
+(−6912δ2µβ6+9216νδβ7−9216ξβ8+1536δµβ8−1024νβ9+1712µβ10+9216δβ6α2
−7680β8α2−9216β7αγ)N5+(−1536δ3µβ4+3072νδ2β5−6144ξδβ6+6336δ2µβ6
−8448νδβ7αγ + 8448ξβ8 + 3264δµβ8 − 2176νβ9 + 428µβ10
+4608δ2β4α2 − 8448δβ6α2 + 672β8α2 − 9216δβ5αγ + 8448β7
+3072β6γ2 + 6144β6αǫ+ 12288β7ζ)N4 + (3072δ3µβ4 − 6144νδ2β5
+12288ξδβ6−1152δ2µβ6+1536νδβ7−1536ξβ8−1920δµβ8+1280νβ9−616µβ10−12288δ2β4α2
30
+1536δβ6α2+2688β8α2+24576δβ5αγ−1536β7αγ−6144β6γ2−24576β6αǫ−24576β7ζ)N3
+(384δ4µβ2−1024νδ3β3+3072ξδ2β4−1792δ3µβ4+3584νδ2β5−9216ξδβ6−784δ2µβ6−1728ξβ8
+1728νδβ7−96δµβ8+64νβ9+119
2
µβ10−12288β6K−3072δ3β2α2+6912δ2β4α2+1728δ
β6α2−624β8α2+9216δ2β3αγ−13824δβ5αγ−1728β7αγ−6144δβ4γ2+1536β6γ2
−12288δβ4αǫ+9216β6αǫ+12288β5γǫ−12288δβ5ζ+18432β7ζ)N2+(−384δ4µβ2
+1024νδ3β3 − 3072ξδ2β4 + 256δ3µβ4 − 512νδ2β5 + 3072ξδβ6 + 208δ2µβ6
−960νδβ7+960ξβ8+288δµβ8−192νβ9+129
2
µβ1012288β6K+3072δ3β2α2−960δβ6α2−
288β8α2 − 9216δ2β3αγ + 960β7αγ + 6144δβ4γ2 + 1536β6γ212288δβ4αǫ
+6144β6αǫ−12288β5γǫ+12288δβ5ζ−6144β7ζ)N+(96δ4µβ2−256νδ3β3+768ξδ2β4
+32δ3µβ4−64νδ2β5−384ξδβ6+20δ2µβ6+144νδβ7−144ξβ8−54δµβ8+36νβ9
−117
8
µβ10−3072β6K+768δ4α2−768δ3β2α2−480δ2β4α2+144δβ6α+87β8α2
−3072δ3βαγ + 2304δ2β3αγ + 960δβ5αγ − 144β7αγ + 3072δ2β2γ2
−1536δβ4γ2 − 576β6γ2 + 6144δ2β2αǫ− 3072δβ4αǫ− 2688β6α
ǫ− 12288δβ3γǫ+ 3072β5γǫ+ 12288β4ǫ2 − 3072δβ5ζ + 768β7ζ
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